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Advanced research in hearing aid algorithm development
has focused on speech understanding in adverse
listening conditions. Innovative designs with dual
microphone technologies have brought remarkable
progress in noise reduction that enhances overall speech
perception in background noise. Behind-the-ear (BTE)
instruments allow multi-microphone technology to thrive,
and breakthroughs in miniaturization of BTE aids and
open-fit technology have made BTE fittings widely
acceptable-and the preferred style for hearing care
professionals in recent years, making up 77% of all
hearing aid fittings in 2015.1

This study examines the effectiveness of the Widex
Unique ™ wind noise attenuation algorithm. The data
suggests the WNA algorithm significantly reduces
annoyance and at the same time increases speech
understanding, representing a marked improvement in
the industry. The fact that a WNA algorithm can isolate
wind noise regardless of its azimuth is a powerful new
advantage.

A downside of the BTE instrument is its inherent placement of the microphones. This microphone placement is susceptible to wind
noise at the input of the microphone, which is created by random turbulence at the end of the microphone port. Compared to other
styles of hearing instruments, BTE fittings have the least benefit from the natural contour of the pinna and concha, and hence are most
susceptible to wind noise.

The long-term-average wind-noise spectrum varies with not only the style of hearing aids, but also the wind speed and azimuth.1 While
this phenomenon was discussed over two decades ago, BTE fittings were not nearly as prevalent then as they are today; consequently,
limited research was directed to this matter. As our society continues to promote hearing healthcare as critical to the overall quality of
life, individuals are increasingly interested in hearing aids because of their active lifestyle. This population enjoys outdoor recreation,
including jogging, biking, golfing, and sailing. Their utilization of BTE instruments means that wind noise is now of primary concern.
New research has emerged in the past decade that addresses wind noise and wind speed3 -as well as working memory, listening

effort, and cognition4• 5-in reference to effects on speech understanding. The current belief is that speech processing involves the
individual's working memory to a large degree. Because working memory capacity is limited, listening in wind noise or in any adverse
condition consumes it quickly; therefore advancements in noise reduction will ultimately divert additional working memory towards
speech understanding.

Advancements in digital platforms have allowed innovative noise reduction algorithms to emerge. Designers of digital noise reduction

algorithms have considered reducing listening effort as a primary goal to optimizing speech understanding. Ronnberg et al6 reported
the importance of working memory capacity in language processing. Their research has documented that additional working memory
is consumed when processing speech in noise. Hence, increased ease of listening in noise would allow additional working memory
capacity and improved language processing ability in noise.
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